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MGMT339 MIDTERM2
K3: Quality and Performance - Part 1
1. Definitions of quality and defect
a. Quality is the degree to which performance of a product or service meets or exceeds customer expectations
b. Defect is any instance when a product fails to satisfy its customer
2. Benefits of good quality &amp; Consequences of poor quality
a. Good quality- brand loyalty, profit, b. Bad quality- customer more likely to share bad experiences
Q: At which of the following steps will the cost of detecting product defects be the highest?
A) customer
3. Quality awards and certification—Baldridge award, Deming prize, ISO9000 certification 4. Service failure
&amp; service recovery paradox
Q: ISO 9001:2008 standards provide strict guidelines for how products are to be produced. False
Q: The Baldrige Performance Excellence Program considers a company's business results but
ISO 9001:2008 registration does not. True
Q: The ISO 9001:2008 standard: D) addresses quality system documentation.
Q: Which of these ISO standards has the greatest number of organizations certified as of 2009?
A) ISO 9001:2008.
a. Service failure- when the company’s product fails to satisfy customer
b. Service Recovery Paradox- customer is more satisfied with the product after they
recovered than if they had never made a mistake in the first place
5. Cost of quality—Definition and examples
a. Appraisal costs- Costs associated with assessing the level of performance of current processes Q: Appraisal
costs are associated with preventing defects before they happen.False
Q: Which of the following would be considered an appraisal cost of quality? D) running a functional
test on each item before it is boxed for shipment
Q: Which one of the following is considered to be an appraisal cost? A) cost of quality audits Q: Which
one of the following statements is TRUE? B) Appraisal costs increase as the variation of output
increases.
b. Prevention costs- costs associated with preventing defects before they happen
c. Internal failure costs- costs from defects found in the production process
Q: Which of the following would be considered a prevention cost of quality? B) training
workers to perform their job
Q: If the quality level is increased by taking steps to prevent defects before they happen,
which one of the following statements is TRUE? A) prevention costs increase
Q: Improving quality seems to be a strategic weapon in gaining market share. However,
improving quality entails allocation of resources and effort. As greater effort is expended to stop
defects before they occur, which one of the following costs increases? A) prevention costs
d. External failure costs- costs from customers finding defects Q: Which one of the following is a
potential consequence of external failures? C) more litigation costs Q: External failure costs arise
when a defect is discovered after the customer has received the product or service. True
Q: A professor, dissatisfied with a product he's purchased, bad mouths the product to his class,
resulting in decreased market share (since the students believe everything he tells them). The
manufacturer suffers: B) and external failure cost
e . Ethical failure costs- costs from deceptively selling defective goods/services
6. Total quality management (TQM)
a. definition TQM- A philosophy that stresses three key principles (customer satisfaction, employee
involvement and continuous improvement) for achieving high level of process performance and quality
Q: One of the principles that total quality management (TQM) stresses is customer satisfaction. True
Q: One of the principles that total quality management (TQM) stresses is employee involvement. True
Q: Which one of the following statements is a key feature of both TQM and Six Sigma?
A) Quality is primarily the responsibility of all employees in the organization.
Q: The TQM wheel features ________ at its center. B) customer satisfaction
Q: One of the main challenges in developing the proper culture for TQM is to: A) define customers for
each employee.
b. Key elements in TQM wheel
i . Continuous improvement (Kaizen): Continuous improvement is a philosophy that: A) uses problem-solving
techniques within work teams.
ii. Competitive benchmarking
iii. Problem-solving tools Q: ________ are small groups of supervisors and employees who meet to identify, analyze,
and solve production and quality problems. Problem-solving teams or quality circles.
iv. Supplier quality
v. Quality at the source. Q: &quot;Quality at the source&quot; implies:B) lower scrap Q:  A firm that has embraced the notion
of quality at the source is more likely to have: D) no inspectors Q: Defects are caught and corrected where they
were created under a(n) ________ philosophy. Quality at the source
&sect; Conformance to specifications Q: As an operations manager, which definition of quality do you have the
most control over? A) conformance to specification
&sect; Value Q: Value requires an assessment of the quality of a product or service with reference to the cost of obtaining
it. True Q: Quality measured with reference to price is captured by the notion of: B) value Q: The customer's
assessment of quality with reference to the price paid for the good or service is known as ________. Value
&sect; Fitness for use Q: The 15-year-old car didn't dazzle students or members of the opposite sex, but it started
every morning and evening and got the professor to his destination on time, thereby scoring high on the:
B) fitness for use scale of quality.
&sect; Support Q: If a product initially fails to live up to the customer's expectations, which dimension of quality
might salvage the sale and the company's reputation?C) support
&sect; Psychological Impressions Q: As he entered his broker's office for the first time, the young associate
professor was dazzled by its tasteful accoutrements and the offer of a double tall split shot skinny hazelnut
latte. He knew his lottery winnings would be safe here, thanks to his: D) own psychological impressions
7. Definition of Six Sigma- A comprehensive and flexible system for achieving, sustaining, and maximizing business
success by minimizing defects and variability in processes
Q: Which of the following statements relating to total quality management and Six Sigma is true?
D) High product quality in manufacturing can have significant market implications for a firm.
Q: What is one reason that Six Sigma is more difficult to apply to service processes? B) the work product
is more difficult to see
Q: A manufacturer embarking on a Six Sigma program sets the goal of having true Six Sigma capability for
all processes by the end of the month. If their current process capability index on a key metric is less than
2.0 and the process capability ratio is 1.0, what must happen with the process standard deviation? C) The
process standard deviation must be cut in half.
Q: A manufacturer embarking on a Six Sigma program sets the goal of having true Six Sigma capability for
all processes by the end of the month. If their current process capability index on a key metric is less than
2.0 and the process capability ratio is 1.5, what must happen with the process standard deviation? A) The
process standard deviation must be reduced by 25%.
Q: A manufacturer embarking on a Six Sigma program sets the goal of having true Six Sigma capability for
all processes by the end of the month. If their current process capability index on a key metric is less than
2.0 and the process capability ratio is 1.70, what must happen with the process standard deviation? D) The
process standard deviation must be reduced by 15%.
Q: A manufacturer embarking on a Six Sigma program sets the goal of having true Six Sigma capability for
all processes by the end of the month. If their current process capability index on a key metric is less than
2.0 and the process capability ratio is 1.25, what must happen with the process standard deviation? B) The
process standard deviation must be reduced by about 37
Chapter K3: Quality and Performance - Part 2
1. Measuring quality
a. Complete inspection vs. sampling- every item getting inspected instead of a couple that are randomly
selected
Q: When should complete inspection be used? C) when the cost of product failure is high
relative to the inspection costs
b. 3 key factors related to sampling- sample size, time between samples, decision rules
c. Variable vs. attribute- variables can be measured (weight), attributes can be counted (pass/fail)
2. Statistical process control (SPC)
a. Definition and purpose- The application of statistical techniques to determine whether a process is delivering
what the customer wants Q: In SPC, the distribution of sample means:A) can be approximated by the
normal distribution.
b. Common vs. assignable variation- common is purely random, assignable is when a cause can be identified
Q: Common causes of variation are the purely random, unidentifiable sources of variation that are
unavoidable with the current process. True
Q: Assignable causes of variation include any variable-causing factors that can be identified and
eliminated. True
Q: Which of the following can be used to eliminate &quot;common&quot; causes of variation? D) they cannot be
eliminated
3. Control charts
a. Definition and purpose (what these charts tell you)- Time-ordered diagram that is used to determine
whether observed variations are abnormal
Q: In Statistical Process Control, ________ are used to detect defects and determine if the
process has deviated from design specifications. C) control charts
b. UCL, LCL, center line meaning- upper control limit, lower control limit, target value
Q: A hotel tracks the number of complaints per month. When the process is in control, there
are an average of 35 complaints per month. Assume that a 2-sigma control limit is used. What
is the upper control limit? C) more than 45 but less than or equal to 55
Q: A hotel tracks the number of complaints per month. When the process is in control, there
are an average of 35 complaints per month. Assume that a 2-sigma control limit is used. The
next four months have 33, 27, 29, and 43 complaints. What should management do? D) Do
nothing; the process is in control
c. How to interpret control charts (given the charts, what actions you would take)- outputs should be between
UCL and LCL. Look for major changes and trends in output.
d. 4 types of control charts, their uses- Normal (no action), Run (take action) trending away from target line,
Sudden Change (monitor), Exceeds limits (take action)
Q: The central line on a p-chart is 0.50 with a UCL of 0.65 and an LCL of 0.35. The results of the
next six samples are 0.60, 0.37, 0.45, 0.48, 0.45, and 0.42. What should you do? C) Explore
assignable causes because there is a run
e. Definition of Type I &amp; Type II errors- type I error- saying process is bad when it isn't. Type II error- saying
process is good when it's not.
f. Relationship between Type I &amp; II errors and control limits- tightening limits creates a type I error.
Loosening limits creates a type II error.
Q: On a control chart, a type I error occurs when the employee concludes that the process is in control
when it is actually out of statistical control. False
 Q: Convicting an innocent defendant is an example of a type II error. False
 Q: Wider limits on a control chart result in lower probability of a type I error. True
 Q: Wider limits on a control chart result in lower probability of a type I error. True Q: Regarding
control charts, a type I error refers to concluding that the process is : C) out of control when it is in control
Q: An example of a type I error would be: A) throwing away a perfectly good banana
Q: An example of a type II error would be: C) eating food that you were unaware was spoiled.
Chapter K3: Quality and Performance - Part 3
1. Define process capability and its four elements- The ability of the process to meet the design specification
for a service or product. Nominal value, tolerance, upper specification, lower specification.
Q: Process capability can be addressed when: B) a process is in statistical control
2. Process capability (quantitative) a. What it means to have 1σ, 2σ, 3σ, 4σ, 5σ, 6σ capability- determines
how well the process avoids making defects. 6 sigma is the best capability with 1 defect for every 500 million
units
b. Relation between process performance and process quality- process quality is a measure of how effective
a process is which is expressed by the percentage of non-defective outcomes. As process performance
increases linearly, process quality increases astronomically.
c. Number of defectsd. Relation to standard deviation- how much space between each sigma
e. Relation to upper/lower specifications- values set to be in a certain sigma performance
The following figure will be provided:
3. Process capability (quantitative) a. Process capability index (Cpk)- An index that measures the potential
for a process to generate defective outputs relative to either upper or lower specifications which takes into
account both variability and mean-centeredness.
Q: A metal-cutting operation has a target value of 20 and consistently averages 19.8 with a
standard deviation of 0.5. The design engineers have established an upper specification limit of 22
and a lower specification limit of 18. What is the process capability index? A) 1.20
Q; The upper and lower control limits for a component are 0.150 cm. and 0.120 cm., with a
process target of .135 cm. The process standard deviation is 0.004 cm. and the process average
is 0.138 cm. What is the process capability index? A) 1.00
b. Process capability ratio (Cp)- An index that measures the potential for a process to generate
defective outputs relative to either upper or lower specifications focusing on variability
Q: Service time is targeted for 15 minutes with an upper and lower specification of 16 and 14
min., respectively. The process standard deviation is 0.2 min. and the process average is 14.8
min. What is the process capability ratio.C) 1.66
Q: A metal-cutting operation has a target value of 20 and consistently averages 19.8 with a
standard deviation of 0.5. The design engineers have established an upper specification limit
of 22 and a lower specification limit of 18. What is the process capability ratio? B) 1.33
Q: A laser surgery process has tolerances of plus or minus .01 inches. What does the
process standard deviation need to be in order for this process to have a capability ratio
of 1.00? B) 0.0033 inches
 c. Evaluation of process capability- must be higher than the critical values of each sigma level.
d. When would those two measures would differ- when the target value is not the same as the mean
4. Part and product quality relationship (quantitative)
a. Process performance of a finished product given the process performance of parts- The part performance
percentage to the exponent of the number of parts
b. Desired process performance for each part given the target defect rate for finished productdesired performance to the root of number of part
Chapter K4: Capacity Planning
1. Definition of capacity and capacity planning
a. Capacity- Maximum rate of output of a process or a system
b. Capacity Planning- Determining service needed to meet customer needs/ demands.
2. Factors influenced by capacity planning
a. Meet future demands b. Long term resource
commitment c. Competitiveness d. Operating Cost
Q: When a firm makes a long-term capacity decision, selecting the base case alternative
means doing nothing and losing orders from any demand that exceeds current capacity, or
incurring costs due to excess capacity. True
Q: Long-term capacity plans deal with:A) investments in new facilities.
Q: Long-term capacity decisions that confront managers include all of the following except:
workforce
3. Key capacity concepts (quantitative)
a. Definition and measure of utilization -Degree to which equipment, space, or the workforce is
currently being used and measured.
(Average output rate)/ (Maximum capacity) *100%
b. Capacity cushion- Process uses to handle sudden increases in demand or temporary loss
100%-Average utilization rate(%)= Capacity cushion
Q: A capacity cushion is the amount of inventory that a firm maintains to handle sudden
increases in demand or temporary loss of production capacity.False
Q: A larger capacity cushion may be required due to variation in demand, changing product
mix, or supply uncertainty.True
Q: A smaller capacity cushion may be required if a process is highly capital intensive.True
Q: One advantage of a smaller capacity cushion is that it is less expensive than a larger
cushion.True
Q: A larger capacity cushion can help firms uncover process inefficiencies, so they can find
ways to correct them.False
Q: Capacity cushions may be lowered if companies smooth the output rate by raising prices
when inventory is low and decreasing prices when it is high.True
c. Capacity requirement- Capacity should be given the firm's desired capacity cushion and expected demand.
4. Capacity strategies
a. Wait-and-see strategy- Expanding capacity in small increments in order to reduce the risks of
overexpansion. A wait-and-see capacity strategy minimizes the chances of lost sales due to
insufficient capacity.False
b. Expansionist strategy- Staying ahead in demand in order to minimize chances of lost sales due to
insufficient capacity
Q: An expansionist capacity strategy involves large, infrequent jumps in capacity, where a
wait-and-see strategy involves smaller, more frequent jumps.True
Q: A firm may preempt the expansion of competitive firms by using an expansionist capacity
strategy and announcing a large capacity expansion.
Q: An expansionist capacity strategy minimizes the risks of overexpansion due to overly
optimistic demand forecasts.False
c. Pros and cons of each strategy
d. Capacity gap- Positive or negative difference between projected demand and current capacity
Q: Using the information from Table 6.2, if the operation currently has 18 machines and the
manager is willing to expand capacity by 20 percent through short-term options, what is the
capacity gap (in terms of number of machines) if you assume the optimistic demand forecasts?
A) fewer than or equal to 10
Q: A ________ is the difference between demand and current capacity.Answer: capacity gap
5. Tools for capacity planning 1—Waiting-line models Q: What is a waiting line model, and what information
can it provide. Answer: Waiting line models use probability distributions to estimate delay times, line length,
and utilization.
Q: A capacity decision in a call center, such as the number of customer service representatives to
answer the phone during a peak period, can be addressed using a(n) ________. Answer:
waiting-line (queuing) model
Q: Which of the following descriptions about waiting line models is best? B) They account for the
random, independent behavior of many customers.
Q: What information would managers use to choose the best cost-effective capacity to balance
customer service with the cost of adding capacity?D) waiting line models
a. Little’s law: Throughput Time = Average WIP / Throughput rate
b. Average time customer spent at Starbucks (quantitative)
c. Number of customers served at Starbucks (quantitative)
Q: A law office services an average of 50 customers per day. Observations in recent weeks show that its
utilization is about 90%. If demand is expected to increase by 10%and the management wants to have a
5% capacity cushion, what should be the capacity requirement(in terms of number of customers per
day)? Use the nearest integer.A: Current demand = 50 customers10% increase in demand: 55
customers(New demand)Desired capacity cushion 5% &agrave;Utilization target = 95%(55/Y) x 100 =
95%Y=57.89 ~58 customers per day4.
Q: You walk into a Starbucks store and find 5 people waiting in line. If the particular store serves 60
people per hour, how long do you have to wait to get your coffee? Hint: Throughput Time = Average
WIP / Throughput Rate 5 x 60/60min = 5 minEquivalently, 5/60 = 0.08333.. hour ~ 5 min
6. Tools for capacity planning 2—Decision trees
a. Definition- tree like model of decisions and their possible consequences. Used when demand is
uncertain. Q: When future demand is uncertain and sequential decisions are involved in capacity
planning, a manager should use a:C) decision tree.
________ are useful capacity analysis tools when the future is uncertain and capacity decisions
can be made in a sequential fashion.Answer: Decision trees
 b. Decision tree calculation (quantitative)
i. Compute the expected profits for each option
ii. Identify the best option
Chapter K5: Constraint Management Part 1 &amp; 2
2. Definition and constraint and bottleneck Q
 : A bottleneck is an operation that has the lowest effective
capacity of any operation in the process.True Q:The process with the least capacity is called a
bottleneck if its output is less than market demand. True Q:The process with the least capacity
is called a bottleneck if its output is still greater than the market demand. False
Q: A business school with plenty of classroom space that hires adjunct faculty for a
semester to meet unusually high student demand for courses is an example of elevating a
bottleneck. True
Q: In a shop managed according to TOC principles, inventory is needed only in front of
bottlenecks in order to prevent them from sitting idle. False
Q: Lanny discovers that the bottleneck is the riveting machine so he schedules all
production around when that machine is available. This is an example of elevating the
constraint in the five-step constraint management process. False
Q: A bottleneck process has the lowest capacity and the longest total time from the start to
the finish. True
Q: A competent operations manager should first eliminate all of the bottlenecks from the
process.False
3. Managing constraints in line processes—Key terms
a. Throughput time- Time it takes for a product to be manufactured
b. Throughput rate-Number of units going through the business per unit time.
c. Precedence diagram
d. Line balancing- Assigning a process to achieve desired output in smallest number of station
e. Desired output rate- (Demand quantity)/ (Time available)
f. Cycle time- Sum of task times
g. Theoretical minimum number of workstations - Total time/ cycle time
h. Process efficiency
i. Balance delay- Amount by which efficiency falls short of 100%
4. Assembly Line Balancing (quantitative)
a. Maximum possible cycle time
b. Minimum possible cycle time
c. Cycle time calculation based on demand rate
d. Calculating number of stations needed
e. Calculating the resulting throughput time and throughput rate
f. Calculating the resulting efficiency and balance delay
Chapter K6: Lean Systems Part 1 &amp; 2 1. Definitions of Lean and JIT systems
Lean- Maximize the value added by each of the companies by removing waste and delays
Just-In-Time(JIT)- Cutting unnecessary inventory and removing non-value added activities.
2. Supporting and ultimate goals of Lean/JIT
Ultimate Goal- Achieving a smooth, rapid flow of materials through the system. Supporting
Goals- Eliminate disruption, Make system flexible, eliminate waste.
3. 8 types of waste
1) Overproduction 2) Inappropriate processing 3)
Waiting 4) Transportation 5) Motion 6) Inventory 7)
Defects 8) Underutilization of employees
4. Minimizing inventory – why?
Inventory is waste! Low Inventory reveals true problems.
5. Key considerations in Lean: what they are and how they help achieve lean systems
a. Close supplier relationships
b. Pull system
c. Kanban-Visible label or record
d. Automatic detection of error (Jidoka)-”do it right the first time”
e. Fail-safe method (Poka-Yoke) &amp;
visual control- Building safeguards for potential errors
f. Uniform workstation loads (Heijunka)-Achieving even output flow by coordinated sequences.
g. Standardized parts and work methods- Helps reduce waste. Southwest airline example
h. Flexible workforce (Cellular Manufacturing, Group Technology, OWMM)- Cross trained i. 5S- Sort,
Straighten, Shine, Standardize, sustain
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